Abstract. The electric conductivity, activation energy and morphology of polythiophene synthesized by radiofrequency resistive plasmas are studied in this work. The continuous collisions of particles in the plasma induce the polymerization of thiophene but also break some of the monomer molecules producing complex polymers with thiophene rings and aliphatic hydrocarbon segments. These multidirectional chemical reactions are more marked at longer reaction times in which the morphology of the polymers evolved from smooth surfaces, at low exposure time, to spherical particles with diameter in the 300-1000 nm interval. Between both morphologies, some bubbles are formed on the surface. The intrinsic conductivity of plasma polymers of thiophene synthesized in this way varied in the range of 10 -10 to 10 -8 S/m; however, the conductivity resulted very sensitive to the water content in the polymers, which produced variations of up to 5 magnitude orders. The activation energy of the intrinsic conductivity was between 0.56 and 1.41 eV, increasing with the reaction time. Keywords: Plasma, Polymerization, Polythiophene, Conductivity, Activation Energy
Introduction
The semiconductor characteristics of polymers play an important role in their electrical and optical potential applications. Polythiophene (PTh) and derivatives have structures with capacity to transport electric charges due to their heteroaromatic electronic distribution. Many experimental and theoretical works have been developed in order to explain the transport of electric charges through the structure of PTh. The most studied polythiophenes have been those resulted from chemical syntheses in liquid-phase. However, the studies about plasma polymerizations of thiophene in gas-phase have left many open questions regarding the electronic structure of polymers that have been subjected to the impact of high-energy particles.
In plasma, the collisions of accelerated electrons and charged particles with the monomer molecules creates radicals and polarized groups, which combine to form complex structures in linear, networked and ramified configurations. Highenergy particles can lead to the degradation of the monomers during the polymerizations, but on the opposite, low-energy particles usually produce oligomers instead of polymers. As these structures are formed without initiators, catalysts, solvents or any other agent different from the initial monomer, all the components in the final products are monomer molecules and unsaturated fragments.
From a spatial point of view, each thiophene ring has a planar configuration and may form polymers with rings at different angles; see Fig. 1(a) . Linear chains have more probability to align among them forming ordered arrangements, but other structures may produce disordered material; see Fig.  1(b) . The final structure can be combinations of those formations as a consequence, mainly, of the energy applied to the polymerization. The relationship between the atomic structure and the final electrical properties of the material make the method of synthesis a critical subject in the polymerization of thiophene.
In chemically synthesized PTh, H. Subramanian theoretically studied some PTh derivatives which could have lower activation energy than the PTh itself [1] . M. Granstrom experimentally studied light emitting diodes using polythiophenes, where the electronic band gap influences the color of the emitted light [2] . On the other hand, J.H. Schon [3] reported that, under certain conditions, derivatives of polythiophene can reach superconductivity. This last work suggests that the electric charges do not have to travel along the polymer chains before passing to another chain. The charges may jump among chains in conductive ordered sections surrounded by amorphous material.
In the case of plasma PTh, there are only a few published works devoted to the study of the synthesis by plasma and the electric characteristics. For example, Bhat and Ryan described the thiophene and 2-iodothiophene polymerization by radiofrequency (rf) plasmas respectively [4, 5] . In the first work, the polymer resulted with crosslinking and with a low electrical conductivity, between 10 -15 and 10 -10 S/cm. In the second work, the polymer was affected by the fragmentation of the precursor molecules, with the consequent loss of sulfur and iodine, because of the increasing discharge power. M.S. Silverstein studied the molecular structure of plasma polymers of thiophene (PPTh) from the point of view of the electrical properties [6] . Yu [7] studied another application of PTh, as protective films against corrosion in microelectronic devices. In the search for transparent and conductive polymer films, L.M.H. Groenewoud [8] [9] [10] synthesized and doped derivatives of PPTh.
Results

Thickness of films
The thickness of PPTh films synthesized in this work was measured with a Mitutoyo Micrometer sampling 10 times in different zones of the reactor. The polymers grew as sequential films with different thickness due to small variations in the conditions of synthesis. The formation of films is especially sensitive to variations in the pressure of the system, which is always oscillating around a central value. The pressure of this work was in the range of 10 -2 Torr.
The individual thickness of some films can be measured in the morphological section and the total thickness is shown in Figure 3 as a function of the reaction time. The plot indicates that the growth has an average linear tendency of 92.9 nm/min in the interval from 6.2 to 27.8 ìm, with reaction times between 60 to 300 min. The upper points belong to the PPTh synthesized in the zones with the highest electronic energy. Figure 2 shows the IR spectra of PPTh thin films synthesized in the center zone of the reactor at different reaction times. The spectra were taken with a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR 2000 spectrophotometer applying 32 scans directly to the films without substrates or any other support. The spectra of the polymers synthesized at short reaction time presents wider absorptions than the polymers synthesized at longer reaction time.
Structural analysis
The IR spectra show peaks at 1440 and 1226 cm -1 , characteristic of the thiophene ring substitutions. Considering the conditions of synthesis, the substitution indicates a growing of chains replacing hydrogen atoms in the thiophene rings with other similar rings or with other derived chemical compounds produced in the plasma. The absorption around 701 cm -1 can be associated to the C-S bonds of the thiophene rings.
The spectra contain two related absorptions bands at 3294 and 2926 cm -1 , that can be assigned to =C-H and -C-H bonds respectively, belonging to aromatic and aliphatic groups. The double bonds are part of the thiophene rings and the aliphatic groups can be originated in some fragments of the thiophenes due to the high energy of the discharges. The absorption of -C-H groups with the reaction time increases respect to the =C-H groups, which is an indicative that the fragmentation of molecules in the reactor increases because of the continuous collisions of molecules with the most energetic particles in the plasma. When the monomer molecules break, depending on the point of rupture, the reactive fragments would be alkenes with a different level of unsaturation. During the synthesis, some of the fragments are removed from the reactor by the vacuum system but others join among them or with other thiophene reactive molecules forming complex chains of thiophenes and fragments in several combinations.
Another absorption related with unsaturation in the polymers can be seen in the peaks at 1675 and 1595 cm -1 associated with C=O and C=C bonds, respectively. The C=O absorption is a small shoulder that appears because of the superficial oxidation in the films due to the neutralization of the last radicals with the atmospheric oxygen. As the polymers are thin films, the oxidation of the surface could include a great part of the body. The C=C bonds belong to the alkenes discussed before. Figure 4 shows the elemental analysis carried out on the surface of PPTh as a function of the reaction time. The analysis was made by energy dispersive spectroscopy with a sapphire probe EDAX XL30. The elements quantified in the polymers were C, S and O. The first two elements belong to the thiophene rings; however, the source of O, as discussed before, could be the oxidation of the material by the atmospheric air after the plasma polymerization.
Elemental Analysis
The atomic percentage of C varies between 52% and 54%, S was found in the range of 39-42%, and the percentage of O varies between 5 and 7%. As expected by stequiometry, the atomic C/S ratio presents an almost constant value, around 4, in all the polymerization times, while the atomic C/O ratio increases from 10.5 to 11.5 as a function of the synthesis time. This ratio can be used to represent the oxidation on the surface of the polymers that varies from 2.6 to 2.8 thiophene rings for each oxygen atom. The oxidation can be seen as proportional to the "live" free radicals on the polymers. This effect increases with the reaction time. Figure 5 shows micrographs of the polymers taken with a scanning electron microscope Philips XL30. The films have an increasing granular morphology evolving with the reaction time. At a short synthesis time, 60 min, the polymers exhibit either a smooth texture or a light ruggedness and a stratified growing mechanism following the morphology of the surfaces where they grew. Small folds can be observed in some regions due to the effect of the electrode surface and to the solvent used when the films were separated from the surfaces, see Figure 5 (a).
Morphological Analysis
However, as the reaction time increases, 120 min, the films show roughness formed with small bubbles apparently emerging from the surface with diameters between 1 and 10 µm, see Figure 5 Considering the process as a function of the time of synthesis, it can be observed that initially, the polymers form thin films on the inner surface of the reactor. However, with the continuous exposure to the plasma, the films increase the thickness, but at the same time nucleate particles in bubbles with comparatively high diameter, up to 10 µm. The nucleating process affects mainly the surface. However, once the bubbles were formed, they reduce their diameter until the range of mesoparticles (100-500 nm).
Electric Conductivity
The volumetric electric conductivity of the films was calculated measuring the resistance using a two-probe device with parallel electrodes with the polymers in the middle [13] . The temperature interval varied between 60 and 100 ºC and the atmospheric relative humidity was approximately 50% in all cases. The analysis presented here was done in samples prepared with mixtures of 4 or 5 films synthesized at different positions inside the reactor to have averaged values.
The electric conductivity of PPTh was analyzed with regard to the synthesis time and temperature, which is closely related with the water content in the polymers. The interaction of polymers with water and the possible structural changes 
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with temperature are significant factors in the electrical properties of this polymer.
Four heating-cooling cycles were applied to PPTh during the measurement of the electrical resistance with the purpose of removing the effects of humidity and solvents in the electrical properties. The first heating process can be associated to the release of the solvents absorbed when the polymer was separated from the reactor and to the water absorbed from the atmosphere. However, after the third heating cycle, once the water and solvents are removed from the polymer, the intrinsic conductivity of the material can be calculated. Figure 6 shows the conductivity of PPTh as a function of temperature in the first heating-cooling cycle. At shorter reaction times, the humidity in the polymers increases the conductivity by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude, see the first 3 curves 5(a) . PPTh synthesized at 60 min. Fig. 5(b) . PPTh synthesized at 120 min.
Fig. 5(c).
PPTh synthesized at 150 min. Fig. 5(d) . PPTh synthesized at 240 min.
in the heating step. Nevertheless, at longer reaction times, the polymers do not improve their conductivity in the same way as in the first case. They only show an increase of intrinsic conductivity with temperature. Figure 7 shows the electric conductivity of PPTh after the third cycle of heating-cooling. The temperature interval remained between 60 and 100 °C. In these conditions, the influence of solvents and atmospheric humidity in the polymer is reduced to very low levels. It is interesting to notice that the conductivity increases with temperature for one way in the plot, but returns for another trajectory when temperature decreases, without completing a cyclic process. This effect is more intense at shorter reaction times and it has been also observed in other plasma polymers, as polyanilines and polypyrroles [13] because of modifications in the ordered segments in the polymers. In the case of PPTh, this phenomenon reduces at longer reaction times.
One of the important variables resulting from the electric properties of semiconductors is the activation energy (Ea). This is the initial energy that the electric charges need to move inside the material. Ea increases with temperature in insulators and semiconductors and decreases in metals. The activation energy in PPTh can be calculated from the Arrhenius formulation of conductivity with temperature. The results indicate that the tendency of the activation energy is linearly increasing with the reaction time, see Figure 8 . Ea varies approximately from 0.86 to 1.35 eV with a rate of 2.28 meV/min. As Ea increases, more energy is needed to move the charges inside the structure.
Conclusions
Different polymers of thiophene can be obtained as thin films in rf resistive plasmas, whose properties show the influence of electric and thermodynamic conditions during the polymerization. The analysis of the structure of such polymers suggests that some thiophene rings break and that the fragments produce complex polymers formed with thiophene rings and fragments. This effect was more marked at longer plasma exposures.
The combinations of multiple chemical reactions during the polymerization were reflected in the morphology of the films that increased the roughness along the synthesis time. The films followed a trend from a smooth surface at low exposure time, the formation of some bubbles on the surface at longer plasma exposure, and finally the formation of particles of different diameter, from approximately 300 nm to 1000 nm. The average total film thickness had a linear tendency increasing with the synthesis time at a rate of 93.2 nm/min.
The electric conductivity was not significantly influenced by the synthesis time. However, the values did show a strong dependence on another variable, the water content in the polymer. The intrinsic conductivity varied from 10 -10 to 10 -8 S/m, but the influence of the residual solvents and mainly the water content in the polymers increased this conductivity up to 10 -5 S/m.
The electronic activation energy derived from the intrinsic conductivity had a linear tendency increasing with the synthesis time between 0.56 and 1.41 eV. With these values, PPTh is positioned in the range of semiconductors because of the range of the activation energies, but not for their intrinsic conductivity.
Experimental
The experimental setup for the plasma polymerization of thiophene is shown in Figure 9 . The conditions for the polymerization were achieved by rf glow discharges at 13.5 MHz. The experimental arrangement was approximately the same as that used in other works [11, 12] . The reactor was formed 
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by a glass tube, 21 cm long and 9 cm in diameter, with 2 stainless steel flanges at the ends. The electrodes were 6.5 cm in diameter, also made of stainless steel, separated by 12 cm. One electrode was polarized with the rf signal and the other was grounded, as a reference. The pressure inside the reactor was 10 -2 torr. Thiophene was fed to the reactor in vapor phase. Polymerizations by 60, 120, 150, 240 and 300 min were performed at 10 W in all cases.
As the chemical reactions involve electrical discharges in resistive mode, the continuous flow of charges can increase the temperature of the reactor promoting the decomposition of the polymers in progress if the temperature rises excessively. The highest temperatures could be in the central region between the electrodes, where the main flow of charges occurs, and the lowest in the glass walls of the reactor. To reduce the undesirable effects of high temperatures, the reactor was cooled with 2 fans to keep the temperature of the external walls below 50 ºC.
The polymers were formed on the reactor walls and on the electrodes and they were separated from the surfaces by applying ethanol, methanol, acetone, and distillated water. The solvents dissolved and separated some of the low molecular weight compounds generated in the synthesis. However, the remaining solids were thin films of polymers that could not be dissolved or separated in other fractions. They were only swelled with the solvents used.
